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Collecting your first dataset using online recruitment can be fabulous and disconcerting in equal
measure. After weeks (or months, or years) of careful experimental design and stimulus prep you click
the “begin data collection” button and then head off for lunch. Or, if you are like me, you sit obsessively
watching the ‘number of complete datasets’ counter click inexorably upwards. In contrast to the many
hours of waiting for participants that are usually associated with lab-based experiments, this new form of
remote experimentation can seem magically wonderful.
And yet it also feels, at least to me, that something is just not quite right. As an experimental
psychologist, behavioural data is the cornerstone of our research and it can feel deeply disconcerting for
our data to arrive onto our computer without us being able to directly observe its creation: We have no
virtual spyhole on the door of the testing cubicle with which to monitor our participants’ performance.
Broadly speaking, the many advantages of online data collection fall into two categories. First, it reduces
the time that researchers must spend recruiting and testing participants: Crowdsourcing platforms such
as Prolific Academic (www.prolific.ac) and Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com) allow large numbers of
participants to be recruited at the click of a button. Second, and in my view more importantly, this
approach allows us to move away from testing the relatively restricted populations of university

undergraduates who are most easily recruited for lab-based experiments. It is now much easier to recruit
more demographically balanced samples, and to target specific populations that might be difficult to find
or recruit via more conventional means.
But these clear advantages come at a price. Many researchers are deeply concerned about the
methodological consequences of remote testing where we cannot directly observe our participants. In
conventional experiments, the researcher typically meets each participant and has a face-to-face (albeit
brief) chat before the experiment begins. This allows us to verify some of their basic demographic
information. We can confirm that they have not already participated in our experiment and can speak our
chosen language fluently. The experiment then typically takes place in a quiet room where all
participants complete the experiment free from distraction using the same carefully selected equipment.
In contrast, when we run our experiments online we necessarily give up much of this experimental
control and must accept a much higher degree of uncertainty about (i) who our participants are and (ii)
the conditions under which the experiment is being conducted.
New Possibilities
Despite this apparent lack of control, my experiences with online data collection have been
overwhelmingly positive. This approach has allowed us to run experiments that could not possibly have
been implemented within the lab, either because they required an unfeasibly large number of
participants, or because we wanted to recruit very specific participants who did not all live in central
London (see https://jennirodd.com/publications/). And despite the magical method by which our data
arrived, our data in most cases have turned out to be highly informative.
Additionally, over the last 5 years we have developed methods that have greatly improved our data
quality. There are several important steps that experimenters can take to maximise their data quality.
First and foremost, you should take great care when selecting the source of participants — when using a
crowdsourcing platform, it is important to check their processes for recruiting and screening participants.
And if recruiting via more informal social media routes, think very carefully about how these
participants might differ from those recruited by more conventional approaches.
Second, make sure you reward your participants appropriately. If they feel you do not really value their
time, then they will, in turn, not value your experiment and your data quality will likely suffer.
While these two general pieces of advice are a good starting place, I suggest that to really be able to trust
the data quality for any online experiment, we must explicitly adapt our experimental paradigms to fit
the online world.
Importantly, I’ve learned that there are no magic bullets that can be applied across the board to
safeguard every online experiment that we might want to run. Each experiment is different and we need
to tailor the safeguards that we include according to our specific experimental method and the particular
hypotheses being tested. I therefore suggest that researchers step through the following five-stage
process prior to collecting data in any specific online experiment.
1. Specify your data quality concerns

The first, and perhaps most critical step, is to explicitly specify any concerns that you might have about
how moving to online data collection could potentially ruin your experiment. What could possibly go
wrong? In general, these concerns tend to fit into three categories.
Where are participants doing the experiment?
You will almost certainly worry that participants may be working in a noisy, distracting environment in
which they may not properly attend to your (dull?) experiment. They may, for example, be
“multiscreening” to check their social media. Also participants may be using low-quality hardware
(slow internet connections, small screen, poor-quality headphones, etc.).
Are participants who they say they are?
You may be concerned that participants might lie about their age, language proficiency, background, or
some other important demographic factor. Think carefully about the likelihood of these problems,
paying particular attention to any reward systems that might exacerbate them. If you are paying
participants relatively well, for example, then people who are ineligible to take part may lie to gain
access. Alternatively, if your experiment is a super-fun online game but only open to people 18-yearsold and above, then children may lie about their age to gain access.
Are they cheating on the task?
Finally, you may be concerned about participants’ behaviour during the experiment itself. They may, for
example, look up the answers to your questions on Google — something they couldn’t do if you were
watching them in the lab. Memory experiments can be particularly problematic: It can be difficult to
ensure that participants are not writing down or screen-grabbing the information they are supposed to
remember. Again, think carefully about the incentives that might drive participants to cheat — is their
payment or their ability to stay on the participant database in some way contingent on their performance
2. Specify the worst case scenario
For all the above concerns, it is critical to think through the worst case scenario for your particular
experiment. While some of the issues you have identified in Stage 1 might simply add a bit of noise to
your data — and can be counteracted by collecting sufficient data or by careful analysis — other issues
could potentially be catastrophic. No journal is going to publish your working-memory experiment if it
seems likely that participants were writing down the correct answers. And no journal will publish your
experiment showing that monolinguals and bilinguals perform equally on some critical test of language
processing unless you can securely demonstrate that participants were correctly assigned to these two
groups. In some cases, this might be the point where you abandon your plan to collect data online and
return to your lab-based protocol. But in my experience the vast majority of issues are fixable.
3. Add new within-experiment safeguards
At this point, you should make every effort to tweak your existing experimental design to improve your
data quality. To be honest, there is often not much that can be done. But imposing sensible time limits
for the different stages of your task can help increase the likelihood that participants (i) stay on task and

(ii) refrain from cheating. It is now also relatively straightforward on most experimental platforms to
screen out participants on the basis of their hardware/software — this can be particularly important for
auditory experiments in which you want to ensure that they are using headphones as instructed.
4. Design experiment-specific exclusion criteria
The next, critical step is accepting that you will inevitably collect some data that will be unusable — you
simply cannot ensure that all participants will behave as instructed. It is therefore necessary to devise a
set of experiment-specific criteria for excluding participants’ datasets from your analyses. Each of these
should relate directly to a specific concern that was set out in stage 1 — it is vital to keep in mind exactly
why you are including each criterion.
Set performance criteria for existing tasks
In many cases, you can set these criteria using the data that you already plan to collect. For example, if
your priority is to ensure that participants are adequately attending to your key task, then it is often
sufficient to collect accurate reaction times and exclude participants with long or variable responses.
You may also wish to ensure that adequate time was spent reading the instructions. Other more
sophisticated methods that check for expected patterns of variance or entropy in the data are also
feasible. For new tasks, pilot data can allow you to characterise the typical range of participant
performance — this is often best collected in the lab where you can observe participants and obtain more
detailed feedback.
Set criteria for additional tasks/measures
In some cases, you will need to collect additional data to know who you should reasonably include in
your analysis. For example, if you want to verify participants’ proficiency in different languages then
you may need to add a short, timed vocabulary test and specify the minimum requirements needed for a
participant’s data set to be included. Sometimes, it can be worth testing or questioning a key
demographic more than once and excluding participants that give inconsistent responses.
5. Pre-register your exclusion criteria
Finally, I believe it is really important to preregister these (sometimes complex) exclusion criteria prior
to data collection. In some cases, such as studies that involve lengthy and boring experiments, you may
need to exclude significant numbers of participants and if you haven’t preregistered these criteria then
the scientific community has no way to confirm that you didn’t “cherry-pick” the participants that
contribute to a nice statistical outcome.
But of course, even the best preregistration documents cannot possibly foresee all the possible ways in
which participants can mess up your experiment. We sometimes end up with data from participants who
meet all our criteria but who most reasonable researchers would agree should be excluded from the
analysis (e.g., a participant who performs reasonably well on the task but then tells you that he was
drunk and had not slept for 3 days). In such cases, it is reasonable to deviate from your preregistration
document as long as you are completely transparent about your actions and reasoning.

Moving Back to the Lab
It is important to note that nothing in the process is specific to online experiments. Indeed, this approach
could also help us improve the quality of our lab-based experiments. Although some of the issues (e.g.,
quality of hardware) don’t arise in this context, the vast majority can — especially when participants are
left unsupervised. Can we really be certain that our lab participants are not looking at pictures of cute
cats on their phone at the same time they’re completing our tasks?
The move to online experiments has improved the quality of my lab-based experiments, as I now
consider in far greater detail than before the process by which I reassure myself, and my peers, about the
quality of the data that I have collected.

Watch a video of Rodd’s recent presentation on this topic here.
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